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The role of �nancial markets

I A primary function that �nancial markets play is to provide
insurance to risk averse households

I Households subject to risk from: unemployment, illness,
divorce, expenditure needs

I One of the key ways in which markets provide insurance is by
o�ering long term contracts

I Health insurance (Cochrane 1995, Finkelstein et al 2005),
labor markets (Holmstrom 1983)

I In consumer �nance insurance is provided through loan
maturity
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Loan maturity and insurance: an example

I Household needs to borrow $100 at t=0, interest rate is 10%

I Risky household income: either high (500) or low (200)

I Minimum repayment under short and long term loans

I Short term loan: $110 at t=1
I Long term loan: $57.62 at t=1 and 2

I If income is high household fully repays either loan ($110) and
consumes $390

I Alternately - rollover short term loan at 10%

I If income is low:

I Short term loan: Lower consumption to $90 or borrow again at
interest rate above 10%

I Long term loan: Lower consumption to $142.38 or borrow
smaller amount at rate above 10%
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Motivation: adverse selection in consumer credit

I Households may have important private information about
their ability to repay (exposure to shocks)

I Probability of unemployment, illness, divorce, expenditure
needs

I Asymmetric information leads to insurance rationing in
competitive equilibrium (Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976)

I Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976 applied to insurance provided
through loan maturity

I If all households take long maturity loan it will be priced for
the pool

I Households less exposed to shocks will opt out of insurance
provided by long maturity loan into short term loans
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This paper: Screening on maturity

I Do observationally equivalent borrowers self select into loans
of di�erent maturities based on their unobserved
creditworthiness (ability to repay and/or exposure to shocks)
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Measuring selection on maturity
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Measuring selection on maturity



The Identi�cation Problem: measuring unobservable

creditworthiness

I Focus on ex-post performance (default) conditional on
observable creditworthiness

I Simple correlation: suppose borrowers are o�ered two loans:

I Short maturity at 10% APR
I Long maturity at 13% APR

I Suppose default rate is higher for the long term loan (after
controlling for observables)

I Consistent with borrowers with (unobservably) lower ability to
repay selecting into longer maturity loans

I Problem: reverse causality - could also be driven by di�erence
in loan terms (higher APR, longer maturity)

I We isolate selection by comparing how selected and
non-selected samples perform under the same contract
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Idealized experiment

I Consider two observationally identical groups of borrowers, A
and B

I A borrowers only have the option to take a short term loan,
while B borrowers can also take a long term loan

I Default rates for ST loan are γSTA and γSTB for groups A and
B, respectively

Short	  
	  

Long	  Maturity	  
APR	  

�ST
A

rST % rLT %

Amount	  L	   �ST
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Idealized experiment

I Measure the di�erence in the default rate of Group A and
Group B borrowers who took the short term loan: γSTB − γSTA

I Since the terms of the loan are identical, any di�erence must
come from di�erences in the pool of borrowers who selected
into the short term loan when they could have opted into
the long term option

I If γSTB − γSTA < 0, less creditworthy borrowers select into the
long term loan

I Important: in order to be able to measure selection,
creditworthiness must be measured relative and speci�c to one
contract; in Section 2 we interpret what this means more
generally
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Setting: Lending Club

I Largest online U.S. consumer credit lending platform

I Started operating in June 2007, recently went public (current
enterprise value: $7bn)

I Loans funded by individual investors, LC charges an origination
fee

I Facilitated $4.4bn loans in 2014 (roughly 3x the second
biggest player, Prosper)



Lending process

I Prospective borrowers enter information in website

I Social Security #: LC pulls full credit report (FICO score,
length of credit history, number of open accounts, available
credit, etc)

I Income: LC veri�es using paystubs, W2 tax records, call
employer

I Algorithm classi�es each borrower into one of 25 �ne risk
categories (A1 through E5): sub grades

I Some applications are denied (e.g. LC requires FICO≥660)

I Borrower is o�ered a menu of amounts/maturities; sub
grades determine rates

I Terms: no collateral, �xed monthly payments, no prepayment
penalty, collection agency handles defaults

I Investors in the platform can choose which pool of loans to
invest in: all borrowers have their loan �lled at rate determined
by sub grade
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Menu prior to expansion: Dec '12 - Feb '13

I Long maturity loan was rolled-out to lower amounts in two
stages: pre-period
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Menu after �rst expansion: Mar '13 - Jun '13

I Long maturity loan was rolled-out to lower amounts in two
stages: �rst to $12k - $16k
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Menu after second expansion: Jul '13 - Oct '13

I Long maturity loan was rolled-out to lower amounts in two
stages: then to $10k - $12k
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Staggered expansion of long maturity loans
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Approximate the idealized experiment

I Study repayment of 36 month loans between $10k and $16k
issued before (non-selected) and after (selected) the
staggered reduction in the 60 month threshold

I Time-of-origination varying di�erences in credit demand and
creditworthiness

I Use 36-month borrowers who are observationally equivalent at
$5k - $10k and $16k - $20k as controls

I Potential problem: control amounts may be a�ected by
expansion

I For borrowers above $16k, were already o�ered a long maturity
loan in the amount they selected

I For borrowers below $10k, it is possible that some will select
long maturity loan in higher amount: biases coe�cients
downwards

I However, we show that the bulk of selection occurred from
short maturity �treated amounts�: $10k to $16k; no evidence
from other amounts
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Sample

I 36 month loans originated by LC between December 2012 and
October 2013 between $5,000 and $20,000 (N=60,514)

I For each loan we observe

I Full set of observable borrower characteristics at origination
(all info LC has)

I Risk category and menu of contracts available to each borrower
I Repayment history and latest FICO score up to April 2015



Pre-period summary stats

mean p50 sd

Annual income ($) 65,745 57,500 74,401

Debt payments / Income (%) 17.4 16.9 7.7

FICO at origination (high range of 4 point bin) 695 689 26

Home ownership (%) 55.5 100 49.7

Total debt excl mortgage ($) 38,153 29,507 33,805

Revolving balance ($) 14,549 11,592 12,719

Revolving utilization (%) 60.7 62.7 21.9

Months of credit history 182 164 84

APR (%) 16.3 16.0 4.1

Installment ($) 379.9 360.9 125.1

For re�nancing (%) 87.0 100 33.6

Default 120 days (%) 9.2 28.9

Prepaid (%) 37.6 48.4

N 12,091 (60,514 - Tot. Samp)



Regression: variable of interest

I De�ne a dummy variable for loans in the a�ected amounts
after the expansion:

Di =


1 if 12, 000 ≤ LoanAmounti < 16, 000 and ti ≥ Mar13

1 if 10, 000 ≤ LoanAmounti < 12, 000 and ti ≥ Jul13

0 otherwise



Does the unobserved quality of 36-month borrowers change

with selection?

I Run the staggered introduction regression at the loan level:

outcomei = γ ×Di + β1000bini + δFICO×subgrade×month
i + Xi + εi

I Same de�nition of �staggered treatment� dummy Di

Controls:

I β1000i : $1,000 bin

I δFICO×subgrade×month
i : month by 4-FICO bin by subgrade �xed
e�ects

I Xi : Controls (includes: state by month of origination �xed
e�ects, income)



Screening: long maturity borrowers default more

I

outcomei = γ ×Di + β1000bini + δFICO×subgrade×month
i + Xi + εi

default default FICO FICO

γ -0.0071** -0.0066* 2.26** 2.05*

(0.003) (0.003) (1.1) (1.0)

Obs 60,514 57,263 60,514 57,263

R2 0.1110 0.125 0.259 0.283

Clusters 25 25 25 25

I Columns 2 and 4: Xi contains full set of variables that LC
observes at origination



Robustness

I Results robust to narrower interval for controls (±$2k)

I No di�erence in default in control group (borders of treated
interval)

I Placebo shifted by 7 months: no e�ect, but interpret cautiously



Evidence that borrowers selected away from treated loan

amounts

I Collapse and count the number of 36 month loans at the sub
grade j x $1,000 amount bin k x month t level as Njkt

I De�ne:

Dkt =


1 if 16, 000 > LoanAmountk ≥ 12, 000 and t ≥ Mar13

1 if 12, 000 > LoanAmountk < 10, 000 and t ≥ Jul13

0 otherwise

I Di�s-in-di�s speci�cation:

log (Njkt) = γ′ × Dkt + β′k + δ′jt + εjkt



Evidence that borrowers selected away from treated loan

amounts

log (Njkt) = γ′ × Dkt + β′k + δ′jt + εjkt

log (#loans)

MAIN PLACEBO

γ′ -0.1451*** -0.0441

(0.028) (0.031)

Obs 3,663 3,861

R2 0.817 0.862

Clusters 25 25

I Placebo: repeat analysis from July '13 to May '14 (after
expansion)

I We see no substitution to the new long maturity loans from
short maturity loans above $16,000 or below $10,000



Testing for pretends

I We expand the de�nition of Dkt to form a series of dummies
that become active τ months after a 60-month loan is o�ered
at each amount:

D (τ)kt =


1 if $16, 000 > LoanAmountk ≥ $12, 000 & t = Mar2013+ τ

1 if $12, 000 > LoanAmountk ≥ $10, 000 & t = Jul2013+ τ

0 otherwise
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Economic Magnitude

I Economic magnitude: average default rate for 36 month loans
is 0.7% lower for borrowers who selected into the short term
loan

I Implied default rate at the short maturity of borrowers who
preferred to borrow long term (i.e., the 14%) is 5% higher
(=0.7%/14%)

I Compare this to the average preperiod default rate of 9.2%



Interpretation



What is the private information?

I We have documented that borrowers who select into long
maturity loans exhibit a higher default rate at short maturity
loans

I Limited de�nition of creditworthiness

I We argue that this di�erence stems from borrowers who
privately observe that they are more exposed to shocks to their
ability to repay selecting into long maturity loans



Evidence: propensity to prepay conditional on no default

prepaidi = γ × Di + βk + δFICO×subgrade×month + δstate×month + Xi + εi

prepaid |default = 0

γ -0.0120*

(0.006)

Obs 55,784

R2 0.164

Clusters 25

I Conditional on not defaulting borrowers who selected into long
term loans also pre-pay short-term loans at a higher rate

I Magnitude: 1.2%/14%= 8.57% higher propensity to pre-pay
relative to 38% baseline



Di�erential propensity to be in default by month since

origination

I We run our main regression replacing the outcome for default
measured as of April 2015, conditional on the last payment
occurring m months after origination: plot coe�cients vs m
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I Lower credit quality does not manifest in the �rst year of a 36
month loan (hazard rate: defaults peak around 13 months)

I Also: rules out income pro�le matching
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Conclusion

I Borrowers with lower repayment capacity/ability self-select
into longer maturity loans

I May explain equilibrium positive correlation between maturity
and risk (and rates) in consumer credit markets

I Policy implication for mortgage length regualtion:

I US: Quali�ed mortgages capped at 30 years
I Canada: lowered cap to 25 in 2008

I Evidence of adverse selection in markets where insurance is
provided through contract length

I



Email Solicitation: Slash Years o� Your Debt
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Hertzberg, Andrew

From: Lending Club <support@mail6.lendingclub.com>
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 10:10 AM
To: Hertzberg, Andrew
Subject: Slash years off of your debt

Check Your Rate Now ›› 

  

  

  
 

 

Let Us Help You Achieve Your Financial Goals 

 

Dear Andrew,  
 
Did you know that it could take you over two decades to pay off your high interest 
credit cards if you are only making the minimum payments each month? That 
means that your credit card company will collect thousands of dollars in interest 
from you for many years to come!  
 
There is a better way. With a personal loan through Lending Club, you can 
responsibly borrow up to $35,000 to immediately pay off your high interest cards 
and start saving immediately. Imagine being debt free in just three years!  
 
Loans via Lending Club all feature low, fixed monthly payments. Rates are often 
substantially lower than those charged by credit cards, and they will never go up. 
Plus, you can choose to save even more by repaying your loan early, with no 
prepayment penalties or fees.  
 
It only takes two minutes to check your rate online, with no impact to your credit 
score. You'll be instantly presented with multiple loan offers if you qualify.  

 
 
Best Regards,  
 
The Lending Club Team 
 
PS It's fast, easy, and free to check your rate, with absolutely no obligation. Click 
here now to see what loan offers you qualify for!  
 

 
 

    
 

Lending Club was named one of America's 20 Most 
Promising Companies by Forbes!

    
  

 

 

  

  

  
 

If you have questions please email Support at 
support@lendingclub.com

FIND US 
ON:

 

 

ah2692@columbia.edu is receiving this marketing-related message as associated with an account registered 
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